1. Ouvrages publiés, en tant qu'auteur, co-auteur ou éditeur

   ORBi viewed: 71 (13 ULiège) ; downloaded: 58 (4 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/227543
   ORBi viewed: 35 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 15 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/142670
   ORBi viewed: 98 (8 ULiège) ; downloaded: 31 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 1

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/110326
   ORBi viewed: 616 (52 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

2. Chapitres d'ouvrages, en tant qu'auteur ou co-auteur

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/175211
   ORBi viewed: 89 (12 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/190967
   ORBi viewed: 318 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/183556
   ORBi viewed: 50 (5 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/165960
   ORBi viewed: 96 (1 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: -

ORBi viewed: 308 (22 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1 — SCOPUS®: -


ORBi viewed: 61 (5 ULiège) ; downloaded: 3 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

7) **Munos, D.** (2011). Diasporic Hereafters in Jhumpa Lahiri’s “Once in a Lifetime”. In S., Schultermandl & S., Toplu (Eds.), *A Fluid Sense of Self: The Politics of Transnational Identity* (pp. 139-157). Berlin, Germany: LIT Verlag. [http://hdl.handle.net/2268/3547](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/3547)

ORBi viewed: 209 (20 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1534 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


ORBi viewed: 42 (5 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

---

### 3. Articles acceptés dans des journaux à comité de lecture (peer reviewed)


ORBi viewed: 229 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 154


ORBi viewed: 66 (10 ULiège) ; downloaded: 11 (5 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 2


ORBi viewed: 20 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: 0


ORBi viewed: 55 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

5) **Munos, D.** (2016). From Trinidad, with Love: Of Indo-Trinidadian Womanhood and Passages Back to India. *Dialog*, 29(Spring). [http://hdl.handle.net/2268/209591](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/209591)

ORBi viewed: 19 (6 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


ORBi viewed: 34 (4 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


ORBi viewed: 48 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: 1


ORBi viewed: 364 (51 ULiège) ; downloaded: 12 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 4


ORBi viewed: 386 (9 ULiège) ; downloaded: 6 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -
   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/83837
   ORBi viewed: 82 (4 ULiège); downloaded: 2 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/66291
   ORBi viewed: 149 (15 ULiège); downloaded: 5 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 2

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/34606
   ORBi viewed: 40 (6 ULiège); downloaded: 14 — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/34571
   ORBi viewed: 846 (12 ULiège); downloaded: 39 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

4. Articles acceptés dans des journaux sans comité de lecture (non peer reviewed)

5. Articles acceptés dans des actes de conférences

6. Présentations orales dans des conférences avec comité scientifique de sélection

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/214876
   ORBi viewed: 164 (3 ULiège)

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/209593
   ORBi viewed: 14 (2 ULiège)

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/190971
   ORBi viewed: 34 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/190968
   ORBi viewed: 26 — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/183558
   ORBi viewed: 62 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/165962
   ORBi viewed: 146 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

   http://hdl.handle.net/2268/163624
   ORBi viewed: 67 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -
ORBi viewed: 52 (4 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 111 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 117 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 46 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 35 (15 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 114 (9 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 131 (24 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 21 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 18 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 10 — SCOPUS®:

ORBi viewed: 71 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

7. Posters pour un mandat doctoral (aspirant, clinicien-chercheur doctorant) ou postdoctoral (chargé de recherches)

8. Brevets